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La Mesa to fight ruling against cross on insignia
William Polk Tribune Staff Writer
Published: December 20, 1991
The La Mesa City Council Tuesday voted unanimously to appeal a federal judge's ruling that orders the
removal of the Latin cross from the city's official insignia.
City Attorney LeRoy Knutson said the basis of the appeal likely would stand on the city's original legal
argument that the Latin cross simply represents a monument or landmark representing its geographical
proximity to La Mesa, rather than establishing or favoring one religion over another.
"That's more of a political reaction rather than a reasoned legal response," said Betty Wheeler, American
Civil Liberties Union legal director in San Diego. "There have been a number of cases involving similar
claims, which have failed.
"We predict the same result in this case, though I'm not surprised they are appealing the case."
Wheeler and the ACLU brought the cross-insignia case on behalf of James Ellis, an Episcopalian. Ellis
said he strenuously objected to "the use of tax monies for the support of a religious symbol" as seen in
the official insignia of the city of La Mesa on police cars, and worn on the uniforms of police officers,
firefighters and others.
Fewer than a dozen citizens were on hand to hear Mayor Art Madrid announce the council's decision,
made in closed session, in an emotion-charged case that involves the constitutional issue of separation of
church and state.
In a 40-page opinion on Dec. 4, Senior U.S. District Judge Gordon Thompson Jr. dropped what amounted
to a legal bombshell when he declared unconstitutional the cross depiction on insignia patches worn on
the uniforms of La Mesa police officers, and as it appears on police cars and other city vehicles.
The judge also held unconstitutional and ordered removed within 90 days huge Latin crosses atop Mount
Helix on county property near La Mesa and Mount Soledad on city property in San Diego.
Thompson said the insignia and the location of the crosses on public land are unconstitutional in that they
violate the so-called "no-preference clause" as it applies to religious impartially in the state constitution.
Since the "no-preference clause" is the supreme law in California, the judge said he was bound by prior
constitutional case law "to hold that the permanent presence and disposition of the Latin crosses atop
Mount Helix and Mount Soledad, and on the La Mesa insignia, are unconstitutional."
It would be a different situation, he said, if the crosses were not on public land.
Last night's action by the La Mesa City Council means that all three defendants involved in Thompson's
controversial rulings have now announced plans to appeal their cases to the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals.
All must file a notice of appeal, requesting a postponement of Thompson's order, pending a resolution of
their appeals. Otherwise, the legal clock continues to run on Thompson's 90-day removal order. Delays
generally are granted in such cases, but they are not automatic.
City Attorney Knutson, in an interview after Tuesday's council meeting, conceded that "filing a notice of
appeal hopefully will buy us some time until appeals courts and the U.S. Supreme Court decide some
similar pending cases, which may help our case or at least provide some new legal direction."
"We don't see establishment or support of religion as to the insignia," he said. "It's a depiction of an
established landmark or monument."
But Thompson said, "The cross is a feature that is universally identifiable with a particular religion ...and it
is featured in a depiction on what La Mesa has chosen as the symbol of its very authority to govern."
Meanwhile, both the county and the city of San Diego have announced plans to seek ways to transfer the
lands on which the Latin crosses are located from public to private ownership.
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